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Understanding accelerator by observing CR escape

nearby molecular clouds (MC) illuminated by escaping CR
probe accelerator (e.g. SNR)

escape spectrum may considerably deviate from the source
spectrum (source reconstruction problem)

escape geometry is complicated (�eld aligned vs isotropic)

morphology of emission from SNR dense gas surroundings
probe magnetic �eld con�guration around the source

calculation of �ux of escaping CRs, understanding geometry
of escape provide access to (indirect) source calorimetry by
measuring emission �ux from illuminated MC
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CR escape/con�nement and di�usive shock acceleration
(DSA) theory

CR escape/con�nement is an integral, but poorly
understood, part of acceleration theory

strongly in�uences the spectrum, particularly cut-o� energy

as the DSA1 is based on self-con�nement the escape
theory must also be

escaping particles drive (Alfvén) waves that slow down the
escape

the level of self-excited waves is orders of magnitude higher
than the ISM background turbulence level at relevant scales

test particle escape theory is irrelevant near the accelerator
where δB � δBISM

1Bell's talk on Monday, Bykov's this morning other talks this session
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CR-SNR connection

electrons are known to be accelerated in SNR

protons should be accelerated by the same mechanism in
much larger amounts but radiatively poorly expressed

visibility of CR protons depends on environment (dense gas
required for pp collisions and detectable γ-emission) and
their escape into this environment

without understanding CR escape it is hard to disentangle
pp → π0 → γ channel from electron inverse Compton
emission and to proof the SNR origin of CR protons

electrons are parasitically con�ned by proton generated
waves and (modulo wave polarization2) are transported
similarly to the protons of the same rigidity

however, di�erent targets for γ production: gas/photons:
magnetic connectivity of gas with the CR source should be
instrumental in e − p disentangling

2unlikely to be important
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From test particle (TP) scattering to self-con�nement

Three levels of treatment of
CR escape/propagation

CR di�usion in
preexisting ISM
turbulence

CR di�usion in
nonlinearly evolving
turbulence

quasi-linear relaxation of
localized CR cloud on
self-generated waves
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Problem setting/geometry

CR escape along MF from
two polar cusps of SNR

CR di�use along MF

generate Alfvén waves that
suppress di�usion

to obtain CR distribution both
processes are treated
self-consistently

result will determine MC
emissivity
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Equations

CR propagation in self-excited waves

d

dt
PCR (p) =

∂

∂z

κB
I

∂PCR
∂z

PCR (p) -partial pressure, I (p) -wave energy, resonance kp = eB0/c,
d/dt = [∂/∂t + (U + CA) ∂/∂z]

Wave generation by ∇PCR associated with the CR
pitch-angle anisotropy

d

dt
I = −CA

∂PCR
∂z

− ΓI

QL integral

PCR (z , t) = PCR0
(
z ′
)
− κB

CA

∂

∂z
ln
I (z , t)

I0 (z ′)

z ′ = z − (U + CA) t
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Reduction of Equations

CR/Alfven wave coupling

∂W

∂t
− ∂

∂z

1

W

∂W

∂z
= − ∂

∂z
P0 (z)

W = CAa(p)
κB(p)

I -dimensionless wave energy, d/dt ≈ ∂/∂t, P0-initial CR
distribution, |z/a| < 1

Self-similar solution in variable ζ = z/
√
t, W (z , t) = w (ζ)

for |z | > a, outside initial CR cloud

d

dζ

1

w

dw

dζ
+
ζ

2

dw

dζ
= 0

solution depends on integrated CR pressure in the cloud
and background turbulence level W0 � 1.

Π =

∫
1

0

P0dz � 1
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CR self-similar distribution

Π=10.1

Π=6.7

Π=3.6

Π=10.1

Self-regulated
Pedestal

Core

exp.-tail

ζ
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U
 =
 P
 t
1
/2

0.001

0.01

0.1
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10

Fit to Analytic Solution

Exact Analytic

Test Particle Solution

Self-con�nement vs test-particle
escape,

√
tPCR vs z/

√
t for

di�erent initial partial pressure
parameters Π

Comparing and Contrasting with

conventional TP predictions:

considerable delay of CR
escape

narrower spatial
distribution of CR cloud

presence of extended
self-similar, P ∝ 1/z region
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Results/CR pressure distribution

CR partial pressure (found in closed but implicit form) is
well approximated by:

√
tP = 2

[
ζ5/3 + (DNL)5/6

]−3/5
e−W0ζ2/4

particle di�usivity is strongly suppressed by
self-con�nement e�ect:

DNL =
2

V 2

0

DISMe
−Π, V0 ∼ 1

as integrated CR pressure parameter is typically large:

Π ' 3
CA

c

a (p)

rg (p)

P̄CR (p)

B2

0
/8π

� 1
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CR Escape: Energy Spectrum

CR partial pressure for δBISM � B0:

P ≈ 2
{
z5/3 + [DNL (p) t]5/6

}−3/5
⇒ fCR ∝ κBp−4/az

for a ∝ κB the spectrum is DSA like (evenly distributed
partial pressure, wave generation takes care of that!)

fCR ∝ p−4 where DNL (p) < z2/t

at p = pbr, where DNL (pbr) = z2/t, spectrum incurs a break

if DNL ∝ pδ near p ∼ pbr, break has index δ/2

δ determined by DISM (p) and CR pressure Π (p)

exp (−Π) ∝ p−σ , DISM ∝ pλ at p ∼ pbr, so that δ = λ− σ
δ > 0: P is �at for p < pbr steepens to p−δ/2 at p = pbr

δ < 0 : P raises as p−δ/2 for p < pbr and �at for p > pbr
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Recent observations

Fermi-LAT γ-image of SNR
W44, Uchiyama et al 2012

central source (magenta radio image)
emission is masked

bi-polar morphology of escaping CR is
clearly seen

not everywhere correlated with the
dense gas (green contours) distribution:
strong γ-�ux is expected from
overlapping regions of CR and gas
density

strong indication of �eld aligned
propagation

various analyses of various sources (e.g.
Uchiyama et al 2012) indicate that CR
di�usivity is suppressed by up to a
factor of ten
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Summary

escape of CR from their acceleration site is treated
self-consistently with self-generated Alfven waves

resulting CR distribution is obtained in closed form

strong self-con�nement of escaping CR is demonstrated

results are consistent with recent observations of W44 by
Fermi-LAT

escape spectra are roughly DSA-like power law, no signs of
energy peaked escape

Outlook

turbulence spreading across MF �eld likely to be important
at lateral part of expanding CR cloud
CR pitch angle anisotropy must be strong at the edge of the
cloud and needs to be included
combine escape with acceleration (ongoing work)
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